
How to Actually Align Your 
Sales and Marketing Teams
(and Stop Wasting Leads)



















You have so many 
leads now! You’re not 
selling properly!

I might have 100 leads, 
but 99 of them suck!



Your marketing 
campaigns are not 
relevant! You don’t 
know what’s 
happening on the 
ground!

The 80/20 rule! 
We cannot market to 1 
person, we have to 
target the majority! 



Sales & Marketing departments 
often have the same goal = 
Growing revenue. Increasing 
profits.



#1

Provide a shared background of 
obviousness.



1. Shared Ideal Customer Profiles (ICPs)
2. Customer journey maps
3. Clear lead qualification criteria
4. Goals for each stage
5. Individual roles & responsibilities



#1A

Create a shared customer 
journey map



Prospect sees ad 
or website 

Prospect signs 
up for a free 

demo. Becomes 
lead.

Lead receives 
call from SDR

Lead meets with 
Business 

Consultant

Lead is won. 
Lead becomes 

customer

Deliberation



Prospect sees ad 
or website 

Prospect signs 
up for a free 

demo. Becomes 
lead.

Lead receives 
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Lead meets with 
Business 
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Lead is won. 
Lead becomes 

customer

Deliberation

Source of 80% of our 
disagreements



#1B

Clearly define lead qualification
criteria



Prospect sees ad 
or website 

Prospect signs 
up for a free 

demo. Becomes 
lead.

Lead receives 
call from SDR

Lead meets with 
Business 

Consultant

Lead is won. 
Lead becomes 

customer

Deliberation

What qualification stage 
is this lead in?



Prospect sees ad 
or website 

Prospect signs 
up for a free 

demo. Becomes 
lead.

Lead receives 
call from SDR

Lead meets with 
Business 

Consultant

Lead is won. 
Lead becomes 

customer

Deliberation

Is this a Marketing 
Qualified Lead?

Is this a 
Sales Qualified Lead?



Marketing Qualified Lead (MQL) 
“A lead who has been deemed more likely to become a 

customer compared to other leads.”

Sales Qualified Lead (SQL)
“A lead who has indicated that they are ready for a direct 

sales follow up.”



Qualifier Frameworks
● BANT - Budget, Authority, Need, Timeframe

● MEDDIC - Metrics, Economic Buyer, Decision Criteria, 

Decision Process, Identify Pain, Champion

● CHAMP - Challenges, Authority, Money, Prioritization

● ANUM - Authority, Need, Urgency, Money

● And a lot more



Total Addressable Market 

MQL

SQL

Customers

Audience that marketing can 
realistically reach

Ideal Customer Profile (ICP)

Intent to purchase, meet or 
explore





PDFs are not enough. 
Print em out 
everywhere.
These are your SLAs.



#1C

Clearly define goals, roles & 
responsibilities.



Prospect sees ad 
or website 

Prospect signs 
up for a free 

demo. Becomes 
lead.

Lead receives 
call from SDR

Lead meets with 
Business 

Consultant

Lead is won. 
Lead becomes 

customer

Deliberation

Is this a Marketing 
Qualified Lead?

Is this a 
Sales Qualified Lead?

Goal: Increasing conversions
PIC: Marketing

Lead nurture 
funnel

Lead lost due to 
quality

Yes

Yes

No

No

Goal: Verifying lead quality. 
Pushing to next stage
PIC: SDR (Sales)

Goal: Closing sale
PIC: BC (Sales)

Goal: Increase 
MQL>SQL 
conversion.
PIC: Marketing

Customer is 
onboarded

Goal: Feature adoption, 
success
PIC: Customer Success 
Manager



A shared background of obviousness 
provides your teams with a foundation to 
scale. Without it, conflict arises.



#2

Measure and track… then make 
it obvious.



Prospect sees ad 
or website 

Prospect signs 
up for a free 

demo. Becomes 
lead.

Lead receives 
call from SDR

Lead meets with 
Business 

Consultant

Lead is won. 
Lead becomes 

customer

Deliberation

Is this a Marketing 
Qualified Lead?

Is this a 
Sales Qualified Lead?

Impressions
CTR
Conversion Rate (%)
Lead numbers

Lead nurture 
funnel

Lead lost due to 
quality

Yes

Yes

No

No
MQL (%)

Lead to win %
Meeting to win %

MQL>SQL 
conversion

Customer is 
onboarded

Time to call (m)
Response time (m)
Pick up rate (%)

SQL%

Marketing CAC
Gross CAC



How can we align on these metrics and hold 
each other accountable?



Shared dashboards

● Lead cohorts
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Shared dashboards

● Lead cohorts
● Lead conversions
● Lost reasons report



Shared dashboards

● Lead cohorts
● Lead conversions
● Lost reasons report
● Event calendars



#3

Disciplined cadence of 
conversations



Don’t leave communication to chance. Plan 
it out.



Cadences of 
conversations

● Weekly huddles
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● Marketing comms
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Cadences of 
conversations

● Weekly huddles
● Marketing comms
● Chat groups
● Lead quality reports
● HOD syncups



Implement… then constantly re-evaluate 
your communication cadences.



#4

Allow your team to play to your 
strengths.





Superpowers How to apply?

Marketing - Demand generation
- Wordsmithing
- Producing lickable 

visuals

- Generate value propositions
- Content toolbox (case studies, 

ebooks)
- Write irresistible sales 

sequences & comms

Sales - Persuasion tactics
- X-ray vision through BS
- Listening

- Competitor analysis validation
- Value proposition refining
- ICP validation
- Nailing the product offering
- Objection resolution











Marketing provides macro view and 
focuses on total addressable market.

Sales validates assumptions & builds 1:1 
relationship with customers.



We hypothesize a lot.
And then we test even more.
If it doesn’t work, try again.



Xin-Ci Chin (Xinch)

Head of Marketing @ StoreHub


